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Introduction. The purpose of this note, together with its sequel on 
parabolic inequalities, is to present various results describing the local 
and global behaviour of generalized solutions, subsolutions and super-
solutions associated with quasilinear, second order differential 
operators of the forms 

(1) Qu = div Ct(#, u, Du) + (B(#, u, Du), 

(2) Pu = div (&(x, t, u, Du) + (B(#, t, u, Du) — Dtu. 

Here x = (xi, • • • , xn) represents a point in a Euclidean e space En; t 
denotes a time variable; Du is the spatial gradient of the strongly 
differentiable function u\ G, and (B are respectively measurable, n-
vector and scalar functions of their arguments and div denotes the 
spatial divergence. 

The results announced below are a selective sampling from the work 
[14] and significantly extend the theory of operators Qu, Pu as previ
ously developed by such authors as De Giorgi [2], Moser [S], [ó], 
Ladyzenskaya and Ural'ceva [3], [4], Serrin [ l ] , [7], Stampacchia 
[8], [9], Aronson [ l ] , Trudinger [lO], [ l l ] and others. The present 
note discusses the operators Qu, although we remark that the theory 
for Pu is largely derived through extrapolation of the Qu methods. 
The local results for Qu are in general specializations of their exten
sions to Pu. The proofs of the theorems here, as supplied in [14 ], in
volve some interesting new test function techniques. 

Let us restrict ourselves here to a coefficient structure determined 
by polynomials in | u\ and | Du\ with coefficients in Lp spaces. For a 
more general type of structure see [13 ]. Let 12 be a bounded domain in 
En and GQQXEn+1. We define the following structural inequalities, 
Ai, A2, B, to be satisfied for all x, u, p(EG: 
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Ai: I a(x, u,p)\ S \(x)a(x) \ p I""1 + | c(x)u \a~l + | f(x) \a~\ 

(3) A2: p-a(x,u,p) ^ \Mx)p\°— \e(x)u\a- \h(x)\a, 

B : \<$>(x,u,p)\ S 601 \(x)p\a + X(x)b(x)\ p\<^1 

+ I d(x)\«\ u\a~1 + I gO)K 

where a ^ l , 60 is a nonnegative constant and the coefficients a, 
b, • • • ,h, together withX"1 are nonnegative functions lying in various 
Lp spaces. For our purposes below, we may specify here: X^GL^Q) , 
a, bf c, d> e, gÇEL8(Q,),f, hÇzLr(Çl) where rt s, t satisfy 

(4) 

The results in [14] are by no means confined by condition (4). For 
instance, in many cases the strict inequality in (4) may be weakened 
and the lower bound on n implied there is not necessary. 

In terms of the structure, we may define a convenient notion of 
solution (for a more natural and general notion see [14]). Let F°(Q) 
denote the completion of Cj(Q) under the L«(Ö) norm of \Du\ with 
respect to the measure dfi=\a dx and let 

1 1 1 1 1 
- + — < — =5— + — Û1, 
t s n t a 

1 1 

—+ —= t r 

1 1 
= — ^ — 

q a 

Vlo\û) = {w,<t>uG V\Q) for all <j> G CÎ(Û)}. 

Set 

(5) Q(u, <t>) = I {D<j)'(&(x, U, DU) — (f>($>(x,u, Du)} dx. 

A function, ^ G Floc(Œ), satisfies Qu^O (QuSO) in Ü if - 00 <Q(u, 0) 
^ 0 ( 00 > Q(u, 4>) è 0) for all 0 ê 0, G F0(0). Furthermore, u is said to 
satisfy u^L on Ö0, in the sense of F°(Q), if the function v 
= sup(w~L,0)GF°(12). 

Global estimates. Assume now, that conditions A2 and B hold on 
G=£2X£W+1 with &o = 0. Then we have 

THEOREM 1. Let uÇzV100(Q,) satisfy Qu^O in 0 and u^L<<*> on 
312. Then setting v = sup(u —L> 0) we have 

(i) ifq>n,visinL00(£l); 
(ii) ifq = n,v is in the Orlicz space Z^(Î2) wAere 0 = e1 " — 1 ; 
(iii) if q<n, v is in LP(Q) where l/p = l/q — l/n. 
In each case the norm of v may be estimated in terms of L, n, r, s, t, a, 

||w||z,a(o), | 0 | and the relevant norms of'X*-1, a, • • • , & . 
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To obtain an a priori estimate for sup u, independent of ||ft|| L«(Q), we 
assume, additionally to case (i) above, that d — e = 0. 

THEOREM 2. Let uE Floc(12) satisfy Qu^O in 12. Then 

(6) supw g svpu + C{\\g\\a"*-» + \\h\\] 
a dû 

where the constant C depends on n, r, s, t, | l2| , HX"-1!!, ||&|| and g = 0 if 
a = l . 

Corresponding results for supersolutions and consequently solu
tions follow automatically. Note also that if | (B(x, u, p)\ is replaced 
by sign w-(B(x, u, p) in condition B, then Theorem 2 holds for the 
function u+ — sup(u, 0). 

Local estimates. A local version of Theorem 1 is true if Ai, A2 and B 
all hold on G=tiXEn+\ with &0 = 0. See [14] for the detailed state
ment. Let us instead consider bounded solutions and assume that 
conditions Ax, A2 and B hold on sets G M = 1 2 X ( —ikf, M)XEn with 
r = 5, a>l. For supersolutions the following estimate, which reduces 
to a weak Harnack inequality when ƒ = g = h = 0, is derived. 

THEOREM 3. Let u be a bounded, nonnegative function in Floc(12) 
satisfying Qu^O in 12 and let B be a ball in 12. Then for any smaller 
concentric balls, B\ and B2, we have 

(7) ( | Bx I"
1 f u<*-*\ ^ C Hnf u + k J 

where the constant Cdepends on n, s} t, bo sups u, IB], | B i \ , |B2I a^rf 
the norms of X-1, a, b> • • • , e öz>er B while k= \ B\ 1 / n~1 / 9( | | / | | i3+|NU) 
+ ( | J B | l / n - l / e | | ^ | | B ) a / ( « - l ) < 

Some important corollaries of Theorem 3 are: 
I. a strong maximum principle for subsolutions of Q when a homo

geneous structure prevails, 
II. a Harnack inequality for locally bounded solutions, 
I I I . a Holder estimate for locally bounded solutions when an addi

tional coefficient restriction, namely that 

is bounded uniformly on balls J3C12, is satisfied, 
IV. the semicontinuity of subsolutions and supersolutions, also 

under the above restriction. This result also extends to the case ce = 1 
and consequently embraces the minimal surface equation. 
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Finally, we note that the theorems above are new even in the 
nondegenerate case, £ = <*>, and also for linear elliptic operators of the 
form 

d 
(8) Lu = (a^\x)uXJ + a%x)u + ƒ•) + b%x)uXj + a(x)u + ƒ, 

dx{ 

ellipticity meaning that the matrix [aiJ'(x) ] is positive almost every
where in £2. New existence and uniqueness theorems for Lu follow 
from Theorem 2. 
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